
I am a quadrillionarire chapter 2797-Time passed quickly.

In the blink of an eye, it was three years later.

Leila remained as calm as ever.

Lu an had not been seen again since he suffered a heavy blow in the battle with

David three years ago.

David was nowhere to be seen either.

He was still oating in the void at this time. His spirit was still in a dormant state,

and he had not awakened.

This battle was indeed the toughest one after David obtained the system.

Although his body was intact, his spirit was riddled with holes.

So, he had to hibernate to recover.

As David’s body oated past a primitive living planet, he was attracted by the

planet’s gravity and slowly moved toward the strange planet.

The closer he got to the living planet, the greater the gravity and the faster

David’s body plunged.

After being heated by friction with the atmosphere, David became a reball.

All the clothes on his body were burned into ashes. ’

Woosh!

Finally, he fell into a lake on the strange planet, causing a huge splash.

When his ultra-high temperature body met the water in the lake, it accelerated

the rise of water vapor, causing the lake to become foggy.

Since it was late at night, David’s arrival did not cause any sensation except for

the sound he made when he fell, which woke up the indigenous people around

the lake.

The next day, the shermen realized something was wrong when they rowed

their boats to sh in the lake.

The water in the lake seemed to have decreased, and there were countless

dead sh, large and small, oating on it.

This scene shocked the shermen.

They had been here for generations, and they all made a living by shing, and

yet, they had never seen anything like this.

They had also never heard the older generation talk about this.

For these shermen, sh was their lifeblood.

Only after catching sh could they take it to the market to exchange for some

necessary daily necessities.

Now that all the sh in the lake were dead, their way of life was cut off. Where

should they go from now on?

Some old shermen could not accept this reality and knelt on the ground,

wailing loudly, “God, are you punishing our village? Why are you cutting off our

escape route? No one in Village Pescado has done anything harmful to nature

for generations, so why are you punishing us like this?

“Our village has always made a living from the sh in Lake Pescado, but now,

the sh are dead! God is determined to destroy our village!”

A sad atmosphere was looming in the air.

Although the young shermen did not cry like the old shermen, they had a

blank look in their eyes that said they had no idea what they were going to do in

their future.

They had made a living by shing, but now that the sh were gone, they could

not continue doing this anymore.

Village Pescado was a small village on the edge of Lake Pescado.

The villagers had no farmland and made a living by shing for generations.

In order to continue their posterity, they developed a series of shing rules.

For example, when sh were spawning in large numbers, they should stop

shing. If they caught a sh that did not meet the standard, they must release it.

Otherwise, they would lose their shing quali cations.

It was these rules that allowed Lake Pescado to form a virtuous cycle of

development, and the sh in it had also nurtured generations of villagers.

However, the virtuous development was broken at this moment.

From the looks of it, all the sh, big or small, were all dead. Even if some were

alive, there were not many.
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